
99% of Guest Feedback Captured via Branded Customer 

Mobile App Post-COVID Reopening

The Problem
Birds Barbershops, a local favorite in Texas since 2006 and known for 

their hi-fi cuts and salon services at lo-fi prices (and old school arcade 

games), was offering walk-in and same-day appointments serving more 

than 25,000 guests across their locations prior to COVID-19. While less 

interested in updating their appointment booking technology, Birds 

Barbershop wanted to “level-up” their game with an Uber-like customer 

feedback feature that not only reflected the guest experience but could 

also be used for spotlighting and coaching their employees. 

Furthermore, COVID-19 requirements now meant that Birds needed to 

quickly adopt an appointment booking strategy, even for same-day 

appointments.

The Solution

Birds Barbershop began their partnership with Zenoti in September 

2019, which included a modernized and elevated guest experience with 

seamless feedback automation. However, closure during COVID-19 gave 

Birds the perfect opportunity for adding additional customizations to 

their branded customer mobile app and self-service features. Birds is 

now offering a complete contactless guest experience that includes 

booking in advance options, curb-side check-out and push notifications 

that prompt guest feedback.

About the Brand

Birds Barbershop is a staple in neighborhoods throughout Austin and Houston, Texas. Their community-centered approach celebrates the 

local environment as much as Birds array of services. An eight-time placer on Elle’s list of the 100 Best Salons in America and a regular 

recipient of the Austin Chronicle’s Best Haircut award, Birds sets the stage for barbershop services, both in the Lone Star State and 

beyond.

Results

all feedback via customer mobile app 

post-COVID99%

Jayson Rapaport

Owner

“Birds' Barbershop provides exceptional customer 

experience to all y’all by delivering high-quality service 

in a relaxing, fun environment. To do that, we wanted to 

create a seamless experience for guests and staff alike. 

With Zenoti, we get instant feedback from our 

customers, which gives us the ability to act quickly and 

make improvements on the fly.”
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increase in feedback submission via customer 

mobile app pre- vs. post-COVID 73%

same-day appointments booked with 

self-service booking post-COVID61%

Turn unhappy customers into happy ones by automatically 

converting poor ratings into tickets and acting on it instantly.

Feedback

Incorporate provider feedback for on the fly, feedforward 

coaching or employee performance reviews.

Self-service appointment booking works even for pre-COVID 

walk-in and same-day business models.

Self-Service Booking and Payment

Go cashless and reduce contact points for post-COVID 

requirements.
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